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Summary:
Though Oil Industry Started long ago in Sudan, but NDT
was only well established very recently. The first Oil
refinery was founded in 1964 in Port Sudan and the first
product pipeline was constructed in 1977 to transport
refined products from Port Sudan refinery to Khartoum
main storage depot. These projects passed by without
transferring the NDT technology to  local  Engineers  and
Technicians.
          There has been a good opportunity since 1999 for
this important & vital activity of NDT to develop.
In 1999 the oil, Industry in Sudan started to flourish and
the great efforts which have been exerted to utilize the oil
had paid off.
In line, NDT has been recognized and increasing
demand for NDT engineers and Technicians has been
observed.
          The Sudanese society for NDT managed to play a
considerable role in activating & boosting this activity
forward. One of the achievements of the society was the
formation of National committee for Standardization
and Examination of NDT personnel.
           In this paper the history of NDT in Sudan will be
exhibited till the NDT revolution which was
accompanied by big stride in oil industry. Also, it will be
indicated the emphasis of safe operation and
environment protection by qualified personnel in NDT
who are now growing in number steadily. The Existing



facilities that will be exhibited in the paper will clearly
show the need for qualified NDT personnel in Sudan.

Introduction
1 The  first  petroleum  projects  in  Sudan  were  a

construction of Port-Sudan refinery in 1964,and a
construction of import pipeline from Port Sudan to
Khartoum(8  inch  812  km),  pump  stations  on  the
line and terminal stations with storage facilities
in1974.

2 Petroleum industry in Sudan started to evolve since
1999 where massive money was put to develop oil
fields in heglieg.

3 Cross-country pipeline (28 Inch 1600 km) was
constructed.

4 Khartoum refinery was established at 2000 with
50000 barrel per day, upgraded to 90000 last year.

5 The  existing  import  pipeline  (8  inch)  was  reversed
to serve as export for products.

History
1 Major projects were fully constructed by foreign

companies including inspection activities.
2 Some of the projects (pipelines, tanks, pump

stations) were tested by hydrostatic test only, this
can be attributed to lack of quality control culture.

3 The first NDT project executed by Sudanese
national company was Munga pipeline and Diffra
FPF (2002) owned by GNPOC.



4 Since then, awareness of employing Sudanese
nationals in such works was raised and the share of
work became huge to the extent that adequate
qualified  people  were  at  short.  Now  the  number  of
level II holders in different NDT methods is 110,
level III 5 (RT, MT, PT).

5 Enforcement of Inspection Practices by Projects
Owners

6 The Foreign companies share is very big, they
contract all work stages to Foreign partners so no
information with respect to inspection practices
available.

7 Otherwise, projects owners put emphasis on NDT
works to ensure that standards are followed.

8 The lack of NDT level IIIs in these companies
hinders the NDT quality in Sudan because of lack of
technical supervision, qualification of procedures,
selection of the right method to be employed and in-
service inspection.

Existing Facilities
Facility

Description
Quantity

, Size Remarks

Cross country pipelines 6lines
5600km.

Crude oil and mogas

 Refineries 3 (two operating, one under
rehabilitation)

 CPFs 4
 FPFs 8
 DGFF 1

 Pump stations 25 Crude oil, Refined oil

 Marine terminals 2



Recent Projects
1 FSF3-Blok 1, 2 &4.
2 FIP- Alnar, Higleig, toma (Block 1, 2&4).
3 PRC-rehabilitation.

Future Projects
1 The following projects are expected to be executed

in this year and in the next years:
2 Mala satellite development project, which includes a

construction of 20 flow lines, 3 OGMs,3 trunk lines.
3 Khartoum-Wadmadni pipeline (185 km).
4 ORC upgrading (new storage facilities & custody

meter).
5 Baleela CPF extension (Block 6).
6 Neem CO2.
7 Pump stations on 12” pipeline (5 stations 2011).
8 KRC to new airport pipeline (100 km).
9 Produced water bio-remediation (Block1, 2&4).
103 FPFs at Block 3 & 7.
11 Block 9 facilities.



Sudanese Society for NDT(SSNDT)
1 Till  the  dawn  of  this  century  the  number  of

professionals in Sudan were not more than a hand
count  and  the  institutions  taking  care  of  it  were
Sudan atomic Energy commission, Sudan airways
and a few academic centers.

2 With  the  great  development  of  oil  sector  in  Sudan,
the engineers sensed the importance of the
technology and many of them took advantage of the



opportunity it provides. This situation led to an
increase of professionals which necessitated the
organization of them in a national society, the
initiative of this came from the NDT unit, Saec,
AFRA country coordinator. The general constitution
meeting was held in April 2006 under the kind
support of SAEC DG. The society was registered as a
National Nongovernmental organization.

3 Since constitution the SSNDT played a big role in
the spread of NDT culture through various means
such as seminars, news letters, lectures.

4 One of the considerable achievements of the society
was the formation of National committee for
standardization and certification of NDT personnel
in march 2007

The Need for Qualification &
Certification

1 Sudan has built a solid infrastructure in petroleum
industry, the existing facilities ultimately will reach
a stage for routine inspection.

2 As  seen  from  future  trends  it  is  expected  to  have
more facilities that need NDT for construction and
in-service inspection, this situation needs more
qualified personnel (number & quality).

3 Further more, companies taking care of these
facilities (e.g. SPPC, KRC, ORC) will need to have
permanent staff qualified up to level III in different
methods of NDT mandated to take care of
inspection practices.

4 National Sudanese scheme will drastically minimize
the cost of qualification compare to abroad training
and qualification.



5 National scheme is easily accessible to Sudan
companies and will indigenize the quality culture in
the country.

6 National scheme can be regional recharge and asset
as countries in the region can benefit from persons
qualified through it (Chad, Libya and east Africa
countries).

7 The number of trained personnel in five years is 110,
this number can be trained through the national
scheme in 0.5 year!!!

Conclusion
1 The growing oil sector and the number of existing

facilities  and  future  projects  shows  the  need  for
qualified  NDT  personnel  in  Sudan  for  save
operation of these facilities and environment
protection.

2 National NDT society is one of the important tools
for the development of NDT live.

Thank  You
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